It is shown how binary sequences can be associated with automatic composition of monophonic pieces. We are concerned with the composition of e-music from finite field structures. The information at the input may be either random or information from a black-and-white, grayscale or color picture. New ecompositions and music score are made available, including a new piece from the famous Lenna picture:
INTRODUCTION
Many ways have been devised to compose music with aid of computers [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . One of the most common is adopting the basic principle of mapping some (binary or multilevel) data source to musical notes [6] . Among these, a random song is quite straightforward, simply by generating random sequences at the input of the mapping [7] , [8] . The input information can also come from another source such as 1/f noise [9] , or fractal structures [10] . In the case of a nucleotide sequence of a genome (or a particular genome stretch) of species [11] , [12] , this is named DNA-music or genemusic [13] , [14] (do not confuse with music generated by a genetic algorithm [15] ). In the same line of reasoning, an amino acid sequence in the generation of a protein can be used as data to generate the sound: the protein-music [16] , [13] , [17] , [18] . Another approach may use an image as a data source to create a song (for example, [19] , [3] ). In this investigation, we propose miscellaneous of image-to-note maps from multilevel sequences over a Galois field to music notes, without the concern of put them in categories. DNA-music can be seen as sequences over GF(4), a particular case. We can also use nibbles from bytes (from a binary files, whatever be the information) to define both note and note value associated with each byte of the file. If you want to hear some interesting computer music generated by this approach, many sites are available,
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= qNf9nzvnd1k
• http://www.toshima.ne.jp/%7Eedogiku/ TextTable/WhatisGM.html
• http://www.genomamusic.com/genoma/ing/ inicio.htm
• http://larrylang.net/GenomeMusic/ Indeed, many different mathematical-based descriptions are possible. There are other very interesting approaches to composing songs, including polyphonic [20] , much more sophisticated and attractive, such as the one developed at Sony Computer Science Laboratories, Paris [21] . Not to mention Iamus, classical music's computer composer, that conceive the first complete album composed solely by a computer [22] . Chermillier presented the Nzakara people's music from Congo and Sudan to five strings harp [23] . Symmetries and group structure have long been exploited, as in [24] , [25] . Since all these approaches deal with sequences over finite field, this can be generalized. Furthermore, coded sequences (from multilevel error-correcting codes) can be used to replace the input sequences given rise some sort of signature of sequences, defining a "style" of musical composition. This is called here an e-composer (derived from the block code used to encoder the input sequence). In particular, we consider here the new (multilevel) block codes called Pascal Codes [26] . Encoding the data from a given image, we generate a music composed by this virtual composer: in this case, Mr Pascal code (Equation 1).
COMPUTER MUSIC FROM UNCODED BINARY SEQUENCES
There are at least two straightforward ways to create e-music from particular input: i) music engendered from an image file ii) music derived from a random arXiv:1709.06663v1 [cs.SD] 19 Sep 2017 input sequence. In both case, we are initially concerned with 8-level information sequences. For picturemusic, the image may be resized to a suitable size and then converted from color to black-white/grayscale as to yield note sequences in a standard octave-repeating (Diatonic scale). For random music generation, input are merely random sequences from a uniform numbers X ∼U(0,7) generator. From sequences generated over GF (7), a natural mapping is present in Table 1 . Also, taking α as a primitive element of GF (8), different maps can be assigned using some key signature. For instance, when adopting F major as key signature, the mapping row 3 (Table 1) should be replaced by F G A Bb C D E F instead (4 th row). Why using the cumulative sum of note indexes? Reducing modulus 5 each note index may be not a good solution, since each single note always yields the same note value. As an option for defining the note value, its duration can also be computed by means of the accumulative sum of 8-level note indexes by reducing it modulus q = p = 5, where q stands for an integer that establishes the finest quantization level of notes. If the finest level is assumed to be 1/16=1/2 (p −1) , then p = 5. Smaller quantization is also possible, e.g. letting p = 7 we reach a 1/64. For instance, let us fists consider Table 2 mapping. In order to compose a short and naive e-music from the most used image of signal processing, the Lenna picture [https://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/Lenna] was converted to black-and-white and just the region between Lenna's eye was cropped ( Figure  1 .) (562 bytes from which there are 416 data bytes, 72 pixel/inch, 105×26 pixel). The file http://www.de. ufpe.br/˜hmo/lennabetweeneyes.bmp was read using http://www.onlinehexeditor.com [note that the header field used to identify the bmp file is 0×42 0×4d [i.e. the character "B" then the character "M" in AS-CII encoding]. The file size is 562 10 bytes. The initial position of image data is 92 16 =146 10 . Indeed, the score generated may or not contain the header information: in this case we throw out the header. Indeed, other image format can be used to compose emusic from the hex information. For instance, the gif file corresponding to the bmp has 107 bytes (http: //www.de.ufpe.br/˜hmo/lennabetweeneyes.gif)
Variant 1
The reading of any binary file in hexadecimal can be done in octal and each octal symbol set the note to play. In order to illustrate such a process, the first data line is (hex) 7b b9 96 57 ee 95 b5 bf ff 53 88 00 00 
Variant 2
Another possible "data bit-to-note code" mapping is using nibbles (the first octal symbol) of the byte to set the note code and the second one to set the note value. Therefore, the initial sequence of the file, 7b b9 | 96 57... would be map as (173 mod 13) (271 mod 5) | (226 mod 13) (127 mod 5) | ... that is to say 4 1 | 5 2 ... The two first note are then Eb 1/2 E 1/4...
Variant 3
Further straightforward approach should be to use the Hamming weight [27] each data byte of the file to define the musical codes according with the Table 3 . The idea of cut out the code "0" becomes not only to fulfill the mapping of Table 1 (from 8-point to 9-point), but also to avoid the common long sequences of zeros, which imply long rests. over GF(8) Table 2 : Note values defined in terms of the accumulative indexes by reducing it modulus p = 5. symbol of GF (5) 
LINEAR COMPUTER MUSIC FROM SEQUENCES OF MULTILEVEL BLOCK CODES
A possible way of choosing the note is to take into account each symbol of the GF(13)-valued codeword assuming a look-up table such as shown in Table 4 to deal with the chromatic scale. Indeed, clock arithmetic (mod 12) can also be used, simply by neglecting rest. Again, The note values can be computed according to Table 2 . Let us now pick a clef. Here we also offer the use of multilevel error correcting codes over GF (13) to introduce some redundancy to the input data, i.e. by doing a block encoding on the sequence over GF (13) . In order to play multilevel block codewords over GF (13) , and starting new linear electronic music, an (N, K) code over GF (13) Table 4 : One-to-one mapping between notes of the temperate scale and symbols of GF (13) . Of course, many variants are possible. For example, to incorporate different lengths for rests, one can choose to use the structure on GF(17), using an (arbitrary) mapping of the type described in the Table 5 .
CONCLUSIONS
A new approach to generating electronic music is presented which consists of the use of structures on finite fields, including multilevel block codes. Musical compositions employing block codes with different input symbols can be viewed as songs of the same composer (characterized by block code). Different variants are presented for both diatonic scale and chromatic scale. Some score of new musical pieces are available, including "Between Lenna's eyes." 
